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GENII project: 2,500 sq. ft. commercial high level lighting.
GEN II is a complex system designed to increase efficiency of tungsten incandescent lamps.

Milestone to date, 2500 sq. ft. installation of GENII HLL. 80% improvement in lighting efficiency, 3.6
watts per sq. ft. Total watts per hour is 700 or .7KWH. Efficiency improvement in high level lighting is
82% replacing fluorescent units. Luminaire life is extended to 3,000 hours.
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Project represents the first commercial installation validated and proven to deliver performance and
efficiency in commercial use.
GEN II Lighting is based on quantum theory, delivers low thermal emissions (waste heat) and high
peak light intensity. Typical lamp is 2.5 watts @800 lumens. Lamps are arranged as micro grid of 30
Neolight lamp drivers. Each lamp driver device powers 4, 6, 8 and 16 lamp units. Individual units feature
output adjustment for precise lighting effects.
Smart meter computes DC compound conjugate, exactly measuring energy. Application features on
board diagnostics, Phone app and battery backup.
Dynamic load response reduces power when AC line V/A conditions occur.
Mercury pollution is prevented. 100% recyclable materials.
Gen II plans to provide customers with a path to buy/ lease and metering service. Customer monthly
cost reduction and initial lower cost helps to start and continue using GENII.
Target market; replace, refit, upgrade and new construction of high level lights. Commercial lighting is
a multibillion dollar a year market. Unlimited design options accommodates modern customer HLL
lighting needs.
Contact
Steven Rosenberg GENII
Project software and hardware engineer, energy management consultant
Stevenronline@gmail.com

GEN II is protected by patents, copyright, trade secret restrictions and other Intellectual property laws.

#1. Sun Light Through front window. Off sets Gen 2 lighting

#2. Looking from a 90-degree position of photo #1 Gen 2 lighting becomes apparent 28 feet from the
window. These are EPS12 lighting units with internal air cool. Lumens reading 915

#3. Looking down Aisle 1 showing 2x3 modified fixture with EPS6. Standard Mounting of EPS box.
Spacing 6 feet apart. Lumens reading 615

#4 Looking toward the front door 4x4 light fixture new. EPS8. Standard Mounting of EPS box.
Spacing 4 feet apart skipping to 8 feet. Lumens reading 825

#5 Looking down Aisle 4 & 5 showing 2x4 new fixture with EPS8. Standard Mounting of EPS box.
Spacing 4 feet apart. Lumens reading 745

#6 Second Check out area west side of store with 2x2 modified fixture. Standard Mounting of EPS
box. Spacing 2 feet apart. Lumens reading 745

#7 Rear of Store. Back of Aisle 5 Showing 4 bulb spots at cold drink sales area Lumens reading 865

Light Intensity Test in Lumens @ 5 feet and 18 inches.

Light intensity in Aisle 6 against the wall 5 feet height Lumens reading 695 to 715

Light intensity in Aisle 6 opposite the wall near the floor. Lumens reading 565 to 600

Light intensity in Aisle 2 2x2 fixture EPS4. Fixtures 6’ apart. Lumens Reading 485 to 520

Front of main center aisle. EPS10 2x4 modified fixtures 4 feet apart. Lumens Reading 850

Founder Steven Rosenberg. 32 years’ experience in Infrastructure engineering department, NJ Transit
Rail. BSC American University, PBM program computer Sci. Kean College. Energy Efficiency
consultant, system software and hardware engineer.

